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Gas
Prices continue to surge upwards 

dominated by news surrounding Nord 

Stream 1. A prolonged reduction in 

capacity flowing through the pipeline is 

continuing to elevate concerns for the 

gas supply to Europe this winter. 

Unplanned outages in Norway and the 

extreme heat limiting nuclear production 

has exacerbated the situation over the 

last month.

July saw the beginning and end of the planned 10-day maintenance period for Nord Stream 

1. The market was extremely concerned that the pipeline may not become operational again 

after the work was completed and high prices reflected this. The pipeline did begin to flow 

gas again, returning briefly to a reduced flow rate of c.40% seen prior to the maintenance 

period.

Despite news that the turbine previously held in Canada under sanctions was released, 

numerous logistical and bureaucratic issues have prevented it from making it back to Europe 

and allowing an increased flow rate through the pipeline. On top of this, it has been indicated 

that a further 6 turbines require maintenance – with one set to go offline on 27th July. This 

would bring the flow rate down to c.20%. 

It is difficult to understand how much of the ongoing Nord Stream 1 saga is genuinely 

maintenance related or politically motivated. What remains clear is that any attempts Russia 

may have made in past years to alleviate pressure caused by a reduction in Nord Stream 

flows, by increasing flows through alternative pipelines, is not forthcoming. 

Why is Nord Stream 1 so important?

Nord Stream 1 provided more than a third of 

Russia’s total gas exports to Europe last year 

and roughly 40% of the EUs total gas supply. 

This is why it is such an important factor in 

Europe's ability to achieve storage targets set 

before the start of Winter.

Less than 5% of the UK’s gas comes from 

Russia but the pressure on supply across 

Europe elevates prices of gas and LNG from all 

sources. The UK also has extremely limited 

storage capacity in relation to Europe creating 

more exposure during the winter months.



The outlook contains mixed signals but Nord Stream 1 will likely continue 

to be the main driver of price direction.

Bearish signals

• Any increase in Nord Stream 1 flows 

would ease supply concerns.

• Return of Rough gas storage facility due 

mid-autumn - the UKs largest gas storage 

facility has been offline since 2017 but is 

due to be up and running again to help 

manage the current energy crisis.

• Potential for lower demand due to 

extreme high prices - consumers may 

chose or be forced to curb consumption 

due to limited supply.

Bullish signals

• Continuation of Nord Stream 1 reduced 

capacity.

• A slowdown in LNG arrivals and send-out.

• UK Continental shelf maintenance – if 

concurrent with any unplanned outages 

would provide upside risk.
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Electricity contracts once again shared 

the upward momentum of its gas 

counterpart. Reduced nuclear supply, in 

part due to the extreme heat, making it 

difficult for cooling processes to take 

place, added pressure to the already 

tight supply position. 

Electricity

All data courtesy of Reuters

The precarious supply/demand position was demonstrated on 18th July when National Grid 

issued two Capacity Market notices as power demand was expected to surge during the 

heatwave. Both notices were subsequently dismissed prior to the demand period.

A Capacity Market notice is issued when it is predicted that demand will outstrip supply and 

therefore additional electricity generation is required.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this document has been prepared in good faith 

by Ginger Energy and provides our views on current/future trends and outcomes, but, as 

with all forecasts dependent upon multiple, complex variables, there is no certainty 

whatsoever that our forecasts will turn out to be correct.  The information may be based on 

licenced 3rd party data, publicly available sources, assumptions, and observable market 

conditions and may change without notice. No warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

the accuracy, correctness, fitness for purpose, completeness or adequacy of this 

information nor is it intended to serve as basis for any procurement decision and as such 

Ginger Energy shall not accept any responsibility or liability for any action taken, financial 

or otherwise, as a result of this information. Please note that this email is intended for the 

recipient only and may not be copied, reproduced, or distributed without the prior consent 

of Ginger Energy.
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